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The kernel processor rolls are designed with height adjustment using 
a single wrench. The rolls are adjustable from a minimum clearance of 
1/16” (1.6 mm) to a maximum clearance of 1.5” (38 mm). 

As to not affect the capacity of the F41, changeover from haylage to silage 
is done in record time thanks to a simple, innovative design. A single 3/4” 
wrench is all that is required to remove the top roll of the processor..

The shredding action of the Dion kernel processor maintains a 
higher level of effective fibre, while cracking kernels for optimized 
digestion of starch, to produce a superior feed value than 
traditional processor rolls. 

The Dion Advantage

The secret behind the F41’s incredible appetite is its “straight through” design. Any crop entering 
the harvester is cut, processed and blown all in a direct line, which improves harvesting capacity 
while slashing energy consumption. The “straight through” concept ensures a smooth, uninterrupted 
material flow that will deliver even the most stubborn crop directly to the back of your wagon. This 
is the same design concept that is used in all self-propelled forage harvesters. 

Using a “thinking outside the box” approach to kernel processing led 
Dion engineers to develop a kernel processor with two different roll diameters. 
The top roll is a 6” (15 cm) diameter and the bottom roll is a 10” (25 cm) 
diameter. Drive pulleys of the same diameter turning at 3900 RPM generate a 
surface speed differential of 60%. What does this mean to you, the end user?... 
It means that the processing is done by a low-energy shearing and shredding 
action as opposed to using extreme pressure to crush the crop. This results in 
minimal vibrations, longer & trouble free bearing life and, most important of all, 
no loss of capacity through the rolls.

Forage Harvesters

F41

Maximize your pull-type
harvester’s productivity

Maximize your harvester’s output by using a straight through design exactly 
like you’d find in self-propelled forage harvesters & with the help of large 
capacity attachments that meet today’s demanding requirements.



Save valuable time with the Stinger by Dion

The all-new STINGER by Dion is the next step in the continued evolution of the F41 forage harvester. The 
F41 STINGER combines the “straight through” design of the original F41 with a massive side-loading spout. 
The F41 STINGER couples the ablility to load directly into trucks and trailers with the convenience of fully 
electrohydraulic controls. A wide view camera and on-board color monitor come standard with the F41 STINGER, 
allowing the operator a clear view of the target without straining to look in multiple directions at once. 

The F41 STINGER provides the functionality of a self-propelled harvester with the practicality of a pull-type unit. 

F41 STINGER
Forage Harvesters

     The all new

Easily load to the left or right, the stinger raises up to a height of 18.5’ (5.6 m) with a length of 18’ (5.5 m) and offers 280° 
rotation with a 4 m minimum reach. The modular design is convertible from the side loading to a trailed loading configuration.

Folds down safely for transport to a height of less than 3 m and is fully supported on an integrated hydraulic accumulator 
suspension for a smooth ride in the field and down the road.

A dedicated, fully integrated heavy-duty transition base is installed on all F41 STINGER harvesters.

The stinger is fitted with abrasion-resistant steel Hardox 450 and Domex 100 liners. These are fully replaceable with direct 
access from the top. 

The F41 Stinger is equipped with, two section bi-fold deflector, standard wide-angle day and night camera.

7 inch in-cab color monitor, LED spot light and electrohydraulic cab controls for all three functions (height, rotation and 
deflector angle).  

Requires one additional close-circuit hydraulic SCV (pressure compensated or load-sensing pump) with flow control adjustable to 2.5 gpm.

Easily load directly into trucks and trailers



Optional 50 Gallon  
(190 litre) liquid applicator tank.

Heavy-duty 7 litre oil capacity angle drive, 
rated for up to 300 PTO hp offering cutterhead speeds 

of
824 rpm (tractors up to 150 hp)

or
1033 rpm (tractors up to 300 hp).

 F41 F41 STINGER

The cutterhead is a massive 24” (69 cm) 
wide by 22” (56 cm) diameter. This mammoth 450 
lb (205 kg) cutterhead features full width, solid steel 
knife supports, to securely fasten the 12 full width, 
tungsten coated, helicoidal knives.

Specially designed for the F41, these knives, which 
promote ideal knife-to-shear bar angle for optimal 
cutting efficiency, retain their fine edge after repeated 
sharpening.

Electric, cab controlled, F-N-R transmission, 230° spout 
rotation & spout deflector controls are standard. 

Standard shearbolt over-load protection on the 
cutterhead. Optional slip clutch is available. Radial ball clutch protection of the 
feedrolls.

Cutterhead protection is ensured with a standard shearbolt 
over-load safeguard while an optional slip clutch is available. The feedrolls 
are protected by way of a radial ball clutch.

Metal detection protects expensive machinery and your livestock.

Replaceable spout liner with standard hardox steel liner.

Hydraulic-controlled attachment height ajustment and tongue 
ajustment makes switching attachment heads effortless and road travel a breeze.

The industry’s quickest, simplest, 1 sided, 1 bolt shear bar 
adjustment is an EXCLUSIVE DION DESIGN! 
Dion shear bars are hardened on the sides with tungsten carbide for extended life, 
& added strength. This also creates a self-sharpening wear pattern in the shear 
bar. The shear bar is also reversible for increased longevity.

Knife sharpener  using a 3” diameter round stone & “clicker” 
system allowing the operator to obtain a precise & quick sharpening every time.

LED transport lights optimize reliability & offer increased safety 
for travel on public roads. 

P.T.O. support both 1 3/8” & 1 3/4”” yokes are available.

Industrie’s quickest adjustable hitch ensures perfect P.T.O. alignment. 
Your choice of CAT II, CAT III or CAT IV hitch.

All shields are hinged for increased safety. The shields open 
completely to allow maximum access to the harvester’s internals.

 Windrow Attachment is Dion’s high performance hay head featuring 
a pickup width of 126” (320 cm) offering an effective pickup width of 96” (244 cm).  This 
high performance head designed with a 5 bar spring tooth pick-up incorporating 34 tines/bar 
and an aggressive, 22” (56 cm), floating auger that is reversible.

 Windrow Attachment has a pickup width of 104” (264 cm) offering 
an effective pickup width of 84” (213 cm). This head is designed with a 4 bar spring tooth 
pick-up incorporating 26 tines/bar and a floating 20” (50 cm) auger that is reversible.

F65

F42

F65 & F42 come standard with a slip clutch which reduces time in the event of an overload 
along with adjustable gauge wheels & adjustable skid shoes.

Customize your Harvester

Optional Equipment  
Kernel Processor  Kernel processor kit  with 60 % speed differential ratio Optional Optional 
Feedroll Package Basic feedroll package   Standard Standard
 Basic feedroll package with metal detector kit Optional Optional
Gearbox  540 rpm P.T.O., 730 cutterhead (90-120 hp)  Optional -
 1000 rpm P.T.O., 824 rpm cutterhead (90-150 hp) Optional -
 1000 rpm P.T.O., 1033 rpm cutterhead (1.375” yoke) (up to 300 hp)  Optional Optional
Wheels 31 x 13.5” Terra Rib single axle  (set of 2)  Optional -
 16.5 x 16.1” Terra Rib single axle  (set of 2)  Optional Optional
 31 x 13.5” Terra Rib tandem axle  (set of 4)  Optional Optional
 31 x 15.5” Terra Track tandem axle (set of 4)  Optional Optional
Wagon Hitch Cab controlled electric wagon disconnect   Optional -
Spout (F41 only) 12” (30.48 cm) vertical extension kit   Optional -
 24” (60.96 cm) vertical extension kit   Optional -
 Horizontal extension kit     Optional -
 230° spout rotation kit     Standard -
Lights Rear mounted spot light kit    Optional Optional
Tongue Extension Tongue extension  6” (15.24 cm) tractor tongue extension   Optional Optional
Water Tank Kit 50 gallons (190 litres) water tank kit  Optional Optional
Grain Pan Kit Grain pan kit (used in corn ONLY)   Standard Standard
Slip Clutch Cutterhead slip clutch kit     Optional Optional



Rotary Corn Heads The Best of Both Worlds
Dion’s rotary corn heads are optimized for maximum capacity, minimum 
power requirements, extreme durability and low cost. The exceptionally 
smooth & fluid crop flow allows for greater throughput without the 
need to increase horsepower. A Dion rotary row-independent corn 
head requires 30% less power to operate than a conventional corn 
head. Now you can harvest in any direction, any spacing, twin rows, 
single rows… it doesn’t matter!

A Perfect Cut
Each cutting disc is equipped with replaceable, tempered spring steel sections. The teeth are 
tungsten coated for unbeatable longevity & durability. The unique shape of the teeth ensures 
cutting at any speed and also splits the stalks for better decomposition.  In the rare case that a 
blade must be replaced, two minutes is all you’ll need!

Designed from an extensive development program, this patented concept unites the performance 
of rotary, row independent, corn heads with the affordability of conventional models. No other 
pull-type or self-propelled harvester offers you so much for your hard earned money.

Simple & Robust
A drive system easier than ever... Fewer moving parts = fewer problems! By a main drive shaft that 
is protected by a friction clutch, and gears in oil baths, power is transferred effectively and leaves 
you with peace of mind during harvest. Service points and lubrication are grouped in two easily 
accessible places. The cutter discs are driven by a heavy-duty belt mechanism providing a soft start 
and vibration free operation.

All corn heads up to 120” (3 m) have only 2 gathering chains. This exclusive Dion design provides 
an extremely smooth & fluid crop flow for optimal efficiency. The intense duty, “O” ring style, 
ANSI # 80 chains require almost no maintenance. A simple, daily lubrication is all that is required.

- 120” (3 M) width, 4 row equivalent at 30” spacing
- Capacity of 100+ t/h
- Slip clutch protected

The industry’s largest pull-type corn head. Capacity when 
you need it for better quality silage and less compaction 
since you won’t run in the same tracks twice.

- 90” (2.25 m) width, 3 row equivalent at 30” spacing
- Slip clutch protected

Smooth & constant feeding has always been the 
issue with pull-type harvesters. With the F64 and its 2 
gathering chains, uneven feeding is a thing of the past.

- 60” (1.5 m) width, 2 row equivalent at 30” spacing
- Slip clutch protected

Rotary heads aren’t just available for the self-propelled 
boys any more. Dion has the head to fit any pull-type 
harvester.

- 120” (3 m) width, 4 row equivalent at 30” spacing
- Capacity of 100+ t/h
- Slip clutch protected

Give your self-propelled harvester new life. This unit 
has all the advantages of the competitor’s rotary heads 
for a fraction of the price.

F61, F63, F64 & F67

Fits:
Dion® 1224, 1224XC & F41
Gehl® 1265, 1275 & 1285
Hesston® 7500
JF® 1355
New Idea® 1500
New Holland® 230 & 240

Fits:
Dion® 1224, 1224XC & F41
Gehl® 1065, 1075, 1085, 1265, 1275 & 1285
Hesston® 7500
John Deere® 3970 & 3975
New Idea® 1500
New Holland® 900, 230 & 240

Fits:
Dion® 1224, 1224XC & F41
Gehl® 1065, 1075, 1085, 1265, 1275 & 1285
Hesston® 7500
John Deere® 3970 & 3975
New Idea® 1500
New Holland® 900, 230 & 240

Fits:
Claas® all 800 & 900 series 
John Deere® all 5000, 6000 & 7000 series 
New Holland® all 1900, 2100 & FX series

W i n n e r

F61

F64

F67

F63



Forage Boxes

With CVT Transmission

More upright posts aren’t always the best solution for rigidity. Dion engineers opted instead for a system of ‘tie 
rods’ that connect both sides of the box, through the frame, at each upright post. This in conjunction with 20 ga 
Galvalume® with 3/4” (91.9 cm) ribbing, results in remarkable rigidity. On top of that, at every rib, self-locking 
nuts and bolts ensure years of durability.

B58 XL, XLT, XLS & XLN

Advantages

The latest addition to the B58 series,

XLNthe      

The same great Dion Forage Box, now in a bigger size! Measuring 25’, the B58 XLN is our biggest Forage Box 
yet. The XLN is built with the same tried and true construction principals as the rest of the B58 lineup. Multiple 
configurations are available to make sure there is a B58 XLN that fits your farm’s needs.

Heavy-duty Trailer for Forage Boxes
In addition to wagons Dion also offers heavy-duty trailers for forage box mounting. 
Standard features include: 

Pivot Tongue with suspension 
The 45o of bidirectional swivel reduces binding and increases safety.

Tandem Spring Suspension
Absorbs the shocks generated by rough terrain reducing stress on your equipment and creating a smoother ride.

Hydraulic Jack
Let your tractor do the work. Saves time, and your back.

Four wheel hydraulic high performance disc brakes
Make sure you can stop safety while transporting these heavy loads on public roads. 

550/45R22.5 Flotation Tires 
Standard on both the HD-360BT (18 ton) and HD-500BT (25 ton).

   Front And Rear Unload  Rear Unload
 XLT (19’) XLS (22’) XLN (25’) XLT (19’) XLS (22’) XLN (25’)

 667H 667X 667X  667H 667X 667X
 40 000 60 000 60 000  40 000 60 000 60 000
  540 PTO   – 
  Hydraulic Motor   Hydraulic Motor 
  CA550 Roller Chain   – 
  22” Wide W/Welded Slats  
  Oil bath Spur Gear   – 
   18” dia. x 330 Fingers Variable Belt  –  
  Bronze Gear and Sprocket               Hydraulic Motor Sprocket and Chain
  1.75” Stress Proof Shaft   1.75” Stress Proof Shaft 
  Galvalume®  20 ga   Galvalume®  20 ga 
        Polyethylene Covered Plywood               Polyethylene Covered Plywood 
  Channel Type All Bolted   Channel Type All Bolted
  Automatic Lock/Unlock   Automatic Lock/Unlock
  Standard   – 
  Standard   Standard 
  Standard   – 
  Standard   Standard 
  Standard   Standard 

  Front Unload
Models  XL (16’) XLT (19’)  XLS (22’) XLN (25’)

Main Apron Chain (Pintle Chains)       667H  667H  667X 667X
Combined Ultimate Strenght (lb) 40 000 40 000  60 000 60 000
Power Source: Front Drive 540 PTO
 Rear Drive –
Cross Feed,   CA550 Roller Chain
Left Side or Right Side Discharge 22” Wide W/Welded Slats
Beaters Drive   Oil bath Spur Gear
Unloading Beaters (3) 18” dia. x 330 Fingers Variable Belt
Main Apron Drive System “CVT” Bronze Gear and Sprocket
(Continuously Variable Transmission) 1.75” Stress Proof Shaft
Side Material   Galvalume®  20 ga
Floor                        1/4” Thick Polyethylene Covered Plywood
Frame Structure Channel Type All Bolted
Rear Endgate  Maintenance Access
Emergency Stop Clutch Standard
Tie-Down Chain  Standard
Crossfeed Cleanout Door Standard
Transport Lights             Standard
Hydraulic Hose and Coupling Kit – 
  



Specifications

Front hydraulic drive Fold Up 18” (46 cm) cross 
conveyor extension 

Receiver box kit (standard on B58XLN)

Formed roof molded with 20 ga Galvalume® for maximum rigidity

Hydraulic controls for cross conveyor 
extension, side conveyor and main apron 

Truck mounting kit also available

Optional Equipment 

 Front unload Front And Rear Unload Rear Unload

Models     XL (16’) XLT (19’) XLS (22’) XLN (25’) XLT (19’) XLS (22’) XLN (25’) XLT (19’) XLS (22’) XLN (25’)
 
Capacity (cu. ft.) ASAE S238.1
      Without roof  720 860  1000 1147 874 1014 1161 843 983 1117
      With roof  880 1048  1215 1393 1064 1230 1408 1023 1200 1364
Inside (in): Width  88 88  88 88 88 88 88 88 88 88
 Height, floor to roof          96 96  96 96 96 96 96 96 96  96 
Overal (in): Length        230 266  302 338 281 317 353 222 258 317
 Width          107 107  107 107 107 107 107 101 101 101
 Height, Without Wagon 119 119  119 119 119 119 119 119 119 119
Weight (lb)                 4500 4950  5400 5850 5450 5900 6350 3950 4400 5900
Unload Speed (fpm): Front 2 to 11 2 to 11  2 to 11 2 to 11 2 to 11 2 to 11 2 to 11 – – –
  Rear  – –  – – 25 at  25 at 25 at 25 at 25 at 25 at
        16 USgpm 16 USgpm 16 USgpm 16 USgpm 16 USgpm 16 USgpm

Models   HD-205 HD-275 HD-265 HD-208H HD-308H

Capacity 12 ton  (24 000 lb) 14 ton (28 000 lb) 16 ton (28 000 lb) 16 ton (32 000 lb) 20 ton (40 000 lb)

Spindles 2.25” Dia. C1045 2.75” Dia. C1045 2.25” Dia. C1045 2.25” Dia. C1045 3” Dia. C1045 

 Cold Rolled Cold Rolled Cold Rolled Cold Rolled Cold Rolled

Hubs 8 Bolts (6 500 lb) 8 Studs (8 000 lb) 8 Bolts (6 500 lb) 8 Bolts (6 500 lb) 8 Studs (12 000 lb)

Front Axel 7 x 3 x .25” Wall 8 x 3 x .25” Wall  7 x 3 x .25” Wall 7 x 3 x .25” Wall 8 x 3.5 x .25” Wall

Rear Axel 7 x 3 x .25” Wall 8 x 3.5 x .25” Wall 7 x 3 x .313” Wall 7 x 3 x .313” Wall 8 x 4 x .25” Wall

Brakes (Optional) 2 Wheel Free Backing 2 Wheel Free Backing 2 or 4 Wheel Free 2 or 4 Wheel Free 2 or 4 Wheel HD

 Surge Breaks or  Surge Breaks or Backing Surge Breaks Backing Surge Breaks Hydraulic Disc Brakes

 2 Wheel HD Hydraulic 2 Wheel HD Hydraulic   (Remote)

 Disc Brakes (Remote) Disc Brakes (Remote) 

Tongue Bracket Mounting 1.5” Bolt  1.5” Bolt 1.5” Bolt 1.5” Bolt 1.5” Bolt

 Bearing Mounted Bearing Mounted Bearing Mounted Bearing Mounted Bearing Mounted 

Tongue Bolt 1.125” Dia. 1.125” Dia. 1.125” Dia. 1.125” Dia. 1.125” Dia.

Tongue Latch Retractable Automatic  Retractable Automatic  Retractable Automatic  Retractable Automatic Retractable Automatic

 Lock  Lock  Relock Relock Relock

Reach Poles 3” O.D. x .188” Wall  3” O.D. x .188” Wall 3” O.D. x .188” Wall 3” O.D. x .188” Wall 3” O.D. x .188” Wall 

 Round Tube Round Tube Round Tube Round Tube Round Tube

Bolster Stakes Adjustable Adjustable Fixed  Fixed Fixed

 38.5”, 40.5”, 42.5” 30”, 40”, 42” 42.5”  42.5”  42.5” 

Weight  1010 lb 1120 lb 1290 lb 1720 lb 2450 lb

Model Diagram

          

B58 XL       16’ x x   

B58 XLT     19’  x x x x

B58 XLS     22’    x x

B58 XLN    25’     x

Wagon options for forage boxes

Dion offers five different wagon models for forage box mounting. All Dion wagons come standard with 
greasable automotive-style ball joints. Retractable tongue with tongue spring balancer. Tapered roller bearings 
on the steering assembly and adjustable reaches. 



The auger is driven by 2 
sets of double 5VX type 
V-belts on cast iron pulleys. 
The feed auger has a 2” Ø 
drive shaft mounted on 2 
cast iron, NTN, flanged ball 
bearings. 

The large 14” Ø with 10” pitch (optional 16” Ø with 16” pitch) auger ensures a positive and 
even feed to the fan. The throw-out clutch is efficient, easily accessible and safe.

All drive mechanisms can be easily reached 
thanks to hinged protection doors.

Advantages

• Minimal loss of leaves
• Hay placed in windrows such that the tractor never 
 circulates over it
• Automatic and hydraulically controlled engaging/
 disengaging system
• Maximizes the quality and quantity of your forage
• Merging of 2 windrows without leaving hay 
 on the ground
• Ground driven (no PTO required)
• Easy and safe operation
• Minimum maintenance

Option of 1 or 2 gathering wheels. Each wheel increases 
the effective width of the pick-up head by 12” (30 cm).

Height:   5’3” (160 cm)
Width: 9’4” (285 cm)
Length:  16’10” (512 cm)
Disc:  8’ (244 cm)
Weight: 1984 lb (900 kg)

Forage Blowers Windrow Inverter

Technical
Data
HP (recommended) Min. 60 hp  Min. 150 hp
  Max. 150 hp   Max. 200 hp
Feed auger
 Diameter  14” (35.5 cm)
 Pitch  10” (25.4 cm)
Main fan
 Blades  8
 Diameter  59” (150 cm)
Weight  1496 lb (680 kg)
  (without 1000 RPM gearbox)
Optional  16” feed auger with 16” pitch
  (min. 150 hp)
  Over running clutch kit

Invert or merge your windrows 
of hay completely while 

minimizing leaf loss

Not just a merger... 
Dion’s windrow inverter does more than just merge windrows, it replaces 
tedding and swathing.  On the first pass, the swath is moved on a dry ground 
and turned completely to expose the moist side. The sun takes care of the 
drying. A second pass allows the swath to dry completely and puts the dry 
hay where needed. 

Smooth Work  
The pick-up lifts the windrow smoothly without picking up any soil or rock.  The 
conveyor belt maintains the integrity of the swath while the disk turns it and 
lays it softly on the ground. 

Quick and Energy Efficient
Dion’s windrow inverter is ground driven, has no P.T.O., no hydraulics and requires 
little power.  The mechanism engages automatically when the pick-up is lowered. 
The operational speed can vary from 7.5-11 mph (12-18 km/h). 

Specifications

1000 rpm540 rpm

Pick-up width:   5’ (152 cm)
Swath Size:  21.5 - 48 ft² (2 - 4.5 m²)
Operating speed: 2 - 8 mph (3 - 13 km/h)
Transport speed:  20 mph (32 km/h)
Tires: terra type: 23 x 8.50 - 12 nhs

1000 RPM             540 RPM
S55HO & S55 6096
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Your best choice for harvesting equipment 
since 1920

Dion’s products have over 95 years of service to farmers. 

Today Dion is at the forefront in the conception, design and manufacturing 
of agricultural equipment. Our rotary, row independent, corn heads for 
pull-type forage harvesters are just one of our products putting industry 
leading technology within the reach of everyone.

Our vision of modern, efficient & performance oriented equipment allows 
us to see a promising future filled with quality products like you’ve come 
to expect from the Dion brand

429, Côte Sud
Boisbriand, Québec, Canada  J7E 4H5

T: 450 437-3449
F: 450 437-8176

Dion-Ag.com

Come see us
in action on

& visit us on


